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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about foreign key constraints? (Choose two.) 

A. The foreign key constraint columns must be supported by an index. 

B. The foreign key constraint columns must be defined as NOT NULL. 

C. The number and data types of foreign key constraint columns must match the parent key. 

D. The columns of one foreign key constraint cannot be used in another foreign key constraint. 

E. To define a foreign key constraint there must be an associated primary key or unique key in the same or different
table. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about INSERT operations is true? 

A. The INSERT statement is used to insert rows into a table, view, or table function. 

B. Inserted values must satisfy the conditions of any check constraints defined on the table. 

C. If an INSERT statement omits any column from the inserted row that is defined as NULL or NOT NULL WITH
DEFAULT, the statement will fail. 

D. If the underlying table of a view being referenced by an INSERT statement has one or more unique indexes, each
row inserted does not haveto conform to the constraints imposed by those indexes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which type of temporal table can be used to store only time-sensitive data? 

A. Bitemporal 

B. Time-period 

C. System-period 

D. Application-period 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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What needs to be defined in order to track changes made to a system-period temporal table over time? 

A. Once the row-begin, row-end, and transaction-start-id columns are created, all changes are tracked. 

B. A history table must be created with identical columns to the base table and a unique index must be defined on the
transaction-start-id column. 

C. A history table must be created as a clone table of the base table after the row-begin, row-end, and transaction-start-
id columns have beendefined. 

D. A history table must be created with identical columns to the base table and then the base table altered with the ADD
VERSIONING clause torelate it to the history table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An SQL function named DEPT_INFO was created as follows: 

What is the correct way to use this function in a query? 

A. SELECT dept_info(dept_id, dept_name) 

B. SELECT dept_id, dept_name FROM dept_info() 

C. SELECT TABLE dept_id, dept_name FROM dept_info() 

D. SELECT dept_id, dept_name FROM TABLE(dept_info()) AS results 

Correct Answer: D 
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